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nanban is a little different from other films he has
made. for one, it is a full-fledged drama. you will see

the near-perfecting of a beautiful young man. for
another, its a movie which is often told in song. and for

a third, its a movie where you want to take off your
shoes and walk around the set. the story has been

written by karu pazhaniappan and co-directed by vijay.
both are newcomers to cinema, and they have made a

good start. this is their first movie. it is one that we
would like to see a lot more. for a while after the

release of vijay's inaugural film, vadacurry, people had
begun to whisper that nanban was not going to be as
good as vadacurry. some even went as far as to say
that it would be an insult to compare the two. but we

think we can safely say that this is not the case. this is
a film which is a lot closer to the heart. its like a

college boy and a college girl who have been dating
for a while, and are in love and are madly in love with

each other. its the first time in many years that we
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have been so near to vijay. he looks so good, we often
forget that he is vijay. he is so natural and his

expressions are so genuine. in every frame, we are
reminded of how much he loves his momma. its a love

that is pure, a love that is honest, and a love that is
not complicated. it is also a love which has brought

the world to him. for a few movies after naalaiya
theerpu,things went a little awry. until his red-coat

performance inpoove unakkaga.this lovely little tale
about helping the love of your life get the love of her
life won many hearts. its moderate success had more

to do with vijays gentlemanly performance in the
movie, but we think his one-of-a-kind all red suit

helped things along a bit as well.
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